**PRODUCT Datasheet**

**Outdoor Lantern**

**DOLWP3D MFAL35Y**

**Bright**
- Four White Japan technology LEDs provide 55 lumens of light in high mode
- Low mode provides light for 380 hours

**Economical**
- Provides useable light in high mode for 195 hours with Energizer® MAX® batteries
- Provides useable light in low mode for 380 hours

**Waterproof**
- Meets IEC 60529 IPX7 standards
- Continues to operate after submersion in 1 meter of water for 30 minutes

**Floats**
- Easy recovery from water
- Great for boating

**Benefits**
- 360° lighting
- Stands on base or hangs using integrated hook
- Cushioned handle for comfortable carrying
- Easy to use push-button switch
- Three lighting modes – high, low and Amber nightlight

**Before Using Your Flashlight:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

**Product detail:**
- **Designation:** Eveready Dolphin Outdoor Lantern
- **Model:** DOLWP3D (MFAL35Y)
- **Colour:** Yellow
- **Power Source:** Three "D" ONSI/NEDA: Series 13
- **Lamp:** Four White LEDs, One Amber LED
- **Lamp Life (hr):** Lifetime
- **Light Output (lumens):** 55 28
- **Run Time (hr):** 195 380
- **Typical Weight (g):** 437
- **Dimensions (mm):** 184 x 107

**Performance:**

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.
Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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